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A limestone slab of roof fall coated with a red pigment was recovered from a Rockshelter in the Napier
Ranges of the Kimberley region, Western Australia. Next to the roof fall fragment in the same
stratigraphic layer was a piece of ochre. The find dates to ca. 40,000 B.P. and adds to a growing body
of data in support of the widespread use of ochre accompanying the earliest documented use of widely
separated and environmentally diverse regions of Australia by Aboriginal people.

Three questions from the roof fall slab were presented: (1) Is the red substance an ochre, (2) is the
piece of ochre identical to the red substance on the roof fall, and (3) are the layers of pigment on the
top and bottom of the limestone slab the same? In addition, as an extension from these questions we
developed a general method for the in situ analysis of ochre pigments on substrates to determine likely
compositions
and ochre sources.

The analysis of the red pigment presented an analytical problem because the substance was intimately
associated with the rock slab and therefore the analysis had to be done in situ. Not only was the red
layer thin, but on a micro level it was uneven. Energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDXA) penetrated the
red layer, simultaneously analysing this layer and the rock substrate to different degrees depending
upon the thickness of the red layer. Determining if the substance was actually ochre involved a
comparison of elemental analyses between the background (slab) and background with red coating.
Coatings of other ochres with known elemental concentrations on the same limestone background
gave a comparison of the effect of simultaneously analysing a thin I ayer and background with different
compositions.

In this study we demonstrate three graphical methods useful for in situ analysis:

1. The first is non-metric multidimensional scaling (MDS).
2. The second method is plotting the 'mixed' samples using the first two (canonical) discriminant axes
separating the potential ochre sources and the rock slabs.
3. The third is based on simulation of all possible mixes. In this approach all (or a representative range)
of ratios of mixes of the rock and a specific ochre source are simulated. If the sample falls within the
space spanned by these simulated ochre and rock mixes (cloud) then the specific ochre is clearly a
potential ochre source.

To estimate thickness the procedure, in general, is to estimate a mixing ratio assuming a specific
source, and from this obtain an estimate of the composition of the ochre contained in the mix. This
estimate is then used in methodologies for sourcing the ochre.

Any of the established methodologies used for sourcing compositional data could be used with due
regard to the error associated with the estimation procedure, but we use a method based on Average
Linkage: this method assigns a sample to the ochre source w ith minimum average (Euclidean)
distance between the estimated ochre in the sample mix and all the analyses of a given ochre source.
This is a more direct approach than using cluster analysis based on average groupings.
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